Sponsors

- Digital Ocean, our partner for Cloud resources for the hands-on
- Linaro, Linux Foundation, MontaVista and WindRiver for Zoom
Welcome

- grew out of YP DevDay
  - co-located with ELC
- 4th virtual YP event
- still tweaking format
  - how the hands-on is run
  - product/vendor showcase
  - please provide feedback
Conference Notes

● please respect others
  ○ CoC

● please keep your microphone muted and video off
  ○ unless you are addressing the group

● please try to keep questions until the end

● videos will be available after the event on YouTube
  ○ see The Yocto Project’s youtube channel

● simultaneous YouTube livestream (backup)
Conference Platforms (check your emails)

- Pretalx
  - slides: (click on individual presentations)

- Zoom
  - video

- IRC
  - chat: #yocto-summit-2022.05 on Libera IRC server
  - web link: [https://web.libera.chat/#yocto-summit-2022.05](https://web.libera.chat/#yocto-summit-2022.05)

- elinux.org
  - [https://elinux.org/YPS_2022.05_Presentations](https://elinux.org/YPS_2022.05_Presentations)
Schedule Overview

- **day0**
  - beginners tutorial
  - live coding session + hands-on x2
- **day1**
  - presentations
- **day2**
  - presentations
- **yps + 1**
  - OpenEmbedded Developers Virtual Meetup (OEDVM)
- **social “hour”**
- [https://yoctoproject.org/summit/schedule](https://yoctoproject.org/summit/schedule)
OpenEmbedded Developers Virtual Meeting (OEDVM)

- **Friday May 20th**
  - same hours as yps2022.05
  - free for everyone to attend
  - see link for joining information, topics, etc
Yocto Project Official Swag/Gear

https://yoctoproject.org/shop

t-shirts, hoodies, bags, stickers, backpacks, polo shirts, etc…
YPS 2022.05 Planning Committee

- Nicolas Dechesne
- Josef Holzmayr
- Armin Kuster
- David Reyna
- Behan Webster
- Trevor Woerner
YPS 2022.05 With Additional Help From

● Michael Halstead
HUGE Thank You To

- Michael Halstead
- event team at LF (cvent)
- all the presenters
- all the attendees
- all Yocto Project members
- Richard Purdie
Survey

- at the end of the conference you will be sent a link to a survey to fill out to provide feedback
- 2 people who fill out and submit the survey will be selected at random to receive a $50 gift card for the Yocto Project shop
Community

- we are more than nicks on IRC, names on emails
- #yocto and #oe on Libera Chat
- https://www.yoctoproject.org/community/mailing-lists/
- https://www.yoctoproject.org/public-virtual-meetings/
- https://www.yoctoproject.org/community/jobs/
- OpenEmbedded Happy Hour (monthly)
  - https://www.openembedded.org/wiki/Happy_Hours
Yocto Project Updates
Yocto Project Members

- PLATINUM MEMBERS
  - intel
  - arm
  - cisco
  - XILINX
  - Comcast
  - AWS
  - Microsoft
  - Meta
  - WNDRVR

- GOLD MEMBERS
  - Texas Instruments
  - Siemens

- SILVER MEMBERS
  - STMicroelectronics
  - LINDEO
  - Mentor
  - AMD
  - NXP
  - Linaro
  - Savoir-faire Linux
  - Foundation
  - Infineon
  - Fujitsu
  - Texas Instruments
  - Mentor
  - LG Electronics
Project Updates

● Yocto Project Releases
  ○ v4.0 (kirkstone LTS)
  ○ v3.4.4 (honister)
  ○ v3.1.16 (dunfell LTS)

● LTS
  ○ YP 3.1 LTS (dunfell) support extended to 2024
  ○ YP 4.0 LTS (kirkstone) 2 years

● Documentation
  ○ can always use help keeping it complete and up-to-date